
Sitting Unicorn Square 

Hook size:  4mm 
 

Yarn: Stylecraft Special DK in White, Lemon, and Candyfloss.  
 

This pattern is written is US terms 
 

US Terminology                      UK Terminology  
SC – single crochet                           DC 
HDC – half  double crochet             HTR 
DC – double crochet                         TR 
SLST – slip stitch  
MR – magic ring 
CH – chain 
(  ) – indicate all stitches to be made in one stitch. 
 
Gauge - 19 stitches over 11rows = 10cm (Rows of DC). 
Finished blocked square measures 12cm x 12cm 
 
 
 
Granny Square use WISTERIA and 4MM hook 

1. In MR, CH3 – counts as 1st DC. In ring make 2DC, CH2,( 3DC, CH2) 3 times. Then SLST in 3rd ST of beginning CH3 to join. (20 
stitches, 4 clusters of 3DC). 
 

2. (CH3, 2DC) in the same space. (3DC,CH2,3DC) in the next corner space. Repeat around finishing with 3DC, CH2 and SLST 
in top of beginning CH3.  (32 stitches, 8 clusters of 3DC). 

 

3. (CH3, 2DC) in the same space. *3DC in between 3DC clusters from the previous row.*(3DC,CH2,3DC) in corner 
space.  Repeat * around finishing with 3DC, CH2 and SLST in top of beginning CH3.   (44 stitches, 12 clusters of 3DC). 

 

4. -5. Repeat row 3. (Each side has 15DC  with CH2 between). 
 

6. (CH1, SC1), SC1 in each stitch around with (2SC, CH2, 2SC) in corner spaces. Repeat around Finishing with a SLST in the 1st 
SC.  (Each side has 19SC with CH2 between).   
 

7. Repeat row 6 only with (SC, CH2,SC) in corner space. Fasten off yarn. (Each side has 21SC with CH2 between).  
 

8.  Join WHITE in any corner space, (CH5 – counts as HDC and CH2, 2HDC) *HDC in the next ST. Repeat across * until corner 
space then (2HDC, CH2, 2HDC). Repeat for the next 3 sides. Join with a SLST into the 3rd ST of the beginning CH3. Fasten 
off yarn.  (Each side has 25HDC with CH2 between). 

 

9. Join with WISTERIA yarn in any corner space. (SC, CH2, SC). *SC in each ST across  with (SC, CH2, SC) in corner space. 
Repeat * around. Finishing with a SLST in the 1st  SC. Fasten off yarn. (Each side has 27SC with CH2 between).  

 

The little unicorn pattern is by  
 
https://3amgracedesigns.com/snow-globe-kawaii-cuddler-free-crochet-pattern/ 
 
I used the unicorn applique from the snow globe pattern. 
Their Instagram page is www.instagram.com/3amgracedesigns 
 
I used a 4mm hook. 
With Clematis for the hooves, nose and hair. 
Lemon for the horn.  
Candyfloss, spring green, sherbet and apricot for the hair. 
I used black cotton to make the features.  
 
Sew applique onto square only going through the front loops on the square so that it doesn't show through the back of the 
square. 
 

https://3amgracedesigns.com/snow-globe-kawaii-cuddler-free-crochet-pattern/
http://www.instagram.com/3amgracedesigns

